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To Dr. Ralph L. Fischer, learned physician, willing
teacher and respected advisor, for whose untiring
efforts in our behalf we shall be eternally grateful.
the Class of 1941 dedicates this Synapsis.
RALPH L. FISCHER, D.O., M.Sc.
DEAN EDGAR O. HOLDEN, A.B., D.O.
GREETINGS TO THE CLASS OF 1940
President Robert Maynard Hutchins of the University of Chicago is generally recognised as
one of the most brilliant men in American education. He believes that "professional education
consists either of going through motions that we have inherited or of making gestures of varying
degrees of wildness that we hope may be more elfectual."
It seems to us that this terse, militant observation may well be analyzed with respect to
osteopathic education. We are frank to admit its verity concerning the earlier stages of our devel-
opment. But osteopathic education, that is, osteopathy as a school of philosophy, has come a long
way in the past few years. Those responsible for its shaping—the coursing and motivation of
osteopathic thought — have certainly propelled it far beyond the "confusion" that besets higher
learning in general—of which Mr. Hutchins writes so trenchantly.
Concerning the art — the technique, so to speak— there can be no gainsaying the propriety
and accuracy of Mr. Hutchins" assertion as it applies to osteopathic technique. Art gives, and will
always give, us an imaginative realization of things. We are bound to copy and to imitate, no
matter what facts we possess or what rules we have to guide us— without regard for native
ability or degree of genius.
As for the science of osteopathy—that is another matter. Science is creative reason.
Science deals with the surface of things, and turns them inside out to reveal new surfaces. And
that just about epitomizes the current approach to osteopathic reasoning— it is scientific. The
search is for Truth — for Truth's sake alone. If there is any confusion about it, it is due to
limitless fields of opportunity for thought, and to the unpredictable tenets that may follow.
We in the field of osteopathy, while impressed with the apparent imperturbability of Dr.
Still's postulates, are open to evidence of added theory or fact. So long as we remain so there
need be little fear for the continued sanctity of our standing nor for our claim for universal
recognition.
The world—the social world—the intellectual world can not take from us our common
inheritance— a code of principles and facts based on scientific— experimental and clinical
observations.
Our bedrock exists, broadly, firmly laid in basic principles that penetrate the heart of the
profession and their countless patrons — the public at large —who have come to understand with
increasing intellect the scientific claims of our school.
Edgar O. Holden
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Al FRED P. POST
SAUL BEPMSTEIM
In memory of Alfred P. Post, who, as
president of the Board of Directors and
friend of Osteopathy, unselfishly devoted his
time and able energies toward the advance-
ment of our college and hospital, and whose
passing we deeply mourn, we pause to
reverently pay our respects to a man we
can indeed call our friend and benefactor.
In memory of Saul Bernstein, whose
untimely demise abruptly terminated a
career of great promise and deprived us
of the fellowship of a splendid colleague
and good friend.
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ROBERT H. AEECTT, D.C.
Ousqucnonna LJnivGtsilij
HEMRY T. AROMS, B.S.
o\. Joseph s L-ollcgG
Lamboa (_micion (^ammu
SHERWOOD EERMAM, A.B.
I cniple L niversili)
LoniLJa C'micion (jramnia
10
HERMAM ELUMEMTHAL
Pennsijlvania L^ollcqe L-recliT
SAMUEL BLUMSTEIM
PnilociGlpnia Colkqc or Pnaimactj
RICHARD CHARLES BOMD
Pp€-LJsleopafnic (^olleqe
Alias CluL
11
LAUREMCE BOWER, B.S.
UnivGtsilij or iVIarijIanJ
HERMAM CAPLAh, A.B.
I emple Universifij
Lambda CJmicron vramma
CHARLES CHALMERS, A.B.
Dovvdoin L^ollGqe
Atlas Clul
12
PAUL CROUSHORE
IVlunlcnbepq v^olleqe
Aflos CluL
PHILIP CUTLER
I empU Universifij
Lam Don L-^mici on Vj7amr
EDWARD DAVIS
PpG-CJsfGOpafnic L.olleqe
Kni oiqma Vr^omma
13
BVRME DAVEESE, A.E.
r\ent o\o\g UnivGisifij
Iota I au Oiqma
ERED DUBIM
UnivGrsilu ot Ktnnsiilvania
L. ROY DUMI ELf ERGER
tliznln tlilown L^ollcqc
p hi jitjnici vrtinimc
14
PAUL EMCK
Leoanon VaHGij Lolleqc
TLta Psi
WILBERT ERICKSOM, B.S.
LJnivePsiTij oi VcrmonI
TUla Psi
ISRAEL FELDMAM, Pk.G.
PnilaaGlpnia L-^olIegG of i-naimacij and ociencG
Lambda V_^micron ijramma
n
JOHM FLACK
Kre-CJskopathic (_olUqe
ARPiOLD GERBEP
Pr€-CJsl€opalMc College
Lambda LJmici on vr?amma
MAURICE GOLDSTEIM
UnivGT Still or I-cnnsulvania
16
HAROLD GREEM
LJarTmouIn v^olleqe
Lam baa vjmicron Vjrammo
CHARLES GREEM, b.S.
In Pharmocij
Alaoania I- olijiccnnic Institute
WALLACE GREGORY
Philaaelpnia Uolitqe ot Hiarniactj
Atlas Clut
17
MARGARET HASSET T
Pre-Lysleopatnic L.oller|e
DAVID HODGSOM, E.S.
I lor\N icli Uni\ crsili)
Iota I on oiqnia
PETTN' HOFFMAM SHL I TZ
KPC-V-JsiGOpatnir i^olleqe
18
LESTER KEMT
Ppe-Osieopathic Colleqe
Atlas Clul>
KEMMETH KIMG
Leoanon V alletj L-ollcqe
Atlas CluL
HARRY I RASMEY
PrG-(_Jsteopainic L^ollcqe
LamDoa Omicron (j7amma
19
RUBIM KUPTSOW
PpG-vJsfGOpamic l^ollcqc
Lambua Lymicron v^amma
CARL KMOOP, B.S.
Provid€ncG i^oliGgG
JUa Psi
JOHM LEECH
Phtla<l( Ipnia Lollcqc ol knaimacij
lola I an JM)ma
20
FREEMAM LOMG
(j7PovG L^ilij v^olleqc
KERMIT LYMAM
Pre-CJsteopalnic C^olleqe
ALEXAMDER LYOMS
Pennsylvania L-^ollGgG v^rcdir
Atlas CluL
21
ELIZABETH MELLOTT EOMD
Kennsi|lvania L,olltqG i^ituit
JACOB MORGAMSTEIM
I emplc Universifij
Lam baa LJmicron vr^amma
\\ ILLIAM MORRIS, J,., E.5.
\ illtincivo Colleqe
21
JOHM E. OLSOM
C:7enGva C_-olleqe
Alias CluL
HEMRY F. PERRY
Pre-CJsieopatnic (^olleqe
Alias CluL
HARRY J. PETRI, Jr.
PpG-CJsfGopalnic Collcqe
loia I au Oiqma
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WILLIAM P. POLLARA, A.B.
Onio otafe Universitij
Iota 1 an aiqma
HARRY EDWARD RAMSEY
Monfona otalc v^olleqe
HUGO J. RAMELLE, A.B.
vJocilin Cnlltqe
JUa Psi
24
ROBERT S. ROSCOE; A.B.
AaeiDepf V^ollcqc
loia I ail oiqma
W. WESLEY ROWE
Pre-LJstcopafnic L^oIlGqe
Kni oiqma Ij^amma
JAMES M. RUSSO, B.S.
Ursinus L^ollGqe
lofa I au Oiqma
25
ROBERT E. SHAW
Pre-Osteopalliic College
lola I oil oirjma
JOHM W. SHEETZ
Pie-Osicopatliic CollGqe
Iota lau Oiqnia
WALTER W. SHULTZ
GlII||>.LmICJ LoIIlIJC
Inid I nil ainina
26
JULIUS SIEGEL, B.S.
Kufqers UnivGrsiiij
W. C. SPEMCE, Jr
UiiKe Universilij
TLia Psi
r "
GEORGE SLCTOROEF, B. S.
FranlJin & MarsUII
Lambda v_Jmicron Vjramma
27
KEAMMEARD STEIGELMAh
Prc-(JstGOpafnic Collcqe
lofa lau jiqma
ALBERT STYLES, B.S.
ol. Lawrence Universilij
Alias CluL
WALTER THORP
jLinialo L.ollcg(?
Alias CluL
28
EDWARD TIBBETTS
PpG-CJsteopainic (^olleqe
JOSEPH VIMGIPROVA, B.S.
Lonq Island University
Tketa Psi
HAROLD WEIMER, B.S.
iVIuhlGnDGrq Uolleqe
29
EDWARD WHITE
tlon ColleqG
Atlas CluL
LOREM WOODLEY
Prc-(Jsteopamic College
Alias Glut
ISRAEL SIEKIERKA
Univepsifij ot V ilna, Koland
30
Efje (l^ati)
31 ^faear,
bv ^palla llic physictaii anb ^esculapiits & Health & All-heal & all the gabs &
gabbcsscs that accoriitng to mvt abilitij & jnbgi-mcnt
3 Pill Peep tljis ©atl{
& this stipulatiait to rerkait him Ixilia tangltt me litis ^xt equally bear to mc as my
parents to sltarc nty suhstaitce foitlt Ijim 8c reliehe l]is necessities if requireb to laak
upon his offspring in the same fuuting as my aian hrotliers & ta teaclj them this ^ri
if they shall foish tn learn it
JBitljaut 3fee at Stipulation
Sc tltat ho precept, lecture, 8c e&eru otljer mobe of instruction, ^ iaiii impart a hnoiolebge
of tljE ^rt to my o&in sons 8c tI|DSe of my teaclfcrs Sc to bisciples bounb bo a stipulation
8c oatit
^or tl|E Penefit of my ^^atients
8c abstain from bthateber is bcletcrious Sc mischiebons, 31 ftiill gibe no bcably mebicinc
to aity one if asbeb nor suggest any suclt counsel 8c in like manner 3 fcill not gibe to a
bioman a pessary to probuce abortion.
Pitl; Purity anb faitli ^foliness 3 PiU
Pass mo '^ifc 8c practice nty .?irt
3 foill not cnt persons laboring vtnber tlic stone, but biill Icabe this to be bone by men
bil|0 are practitioners of this faork. ,3lnto btljatcber Itouscs 3 enter, ,31 fitill go iitto them
for the benefit of tl;e sick 8c fcill abstain from any boluittaro act of mischief 8c corruption:
Anb 3 further from tlte scbitction of females or males of freemen i^ slabes. pjltat-
cber itt rontiection faith nty professional practice or not iit connection faitl] it, 3 see or
hear, in the life of nten fahich ought not to be spokeit of abroab,
31 Pill ^ot ^ibnlge
as reckoning tl|at all sttclt shonlb he kept secret pitile 3 continue to keep tltis ©atl|
unbiolateb, may it be granteb to mc to enjoy life 8c tlie practice of the Art respectcb by
all nteit itt all times!
Put sl]oulb 3 trespass 8c biolate this ©atlt, may tlte reberse be mo lot!
^ippocrates
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r-REDERICK AM ME, Jr.
Univcrsiiij oi Pennsijlvonio
lofa I ail Oitjma
HARRY I3REITMAM
o\. Josepn s V^ollegG
CHARLES H. BRIMFIELD
Mapyville (-^olleqe
Pni Oiqma (jramma
34
ROBERT R. BROWM
l'<iiiqers UnivGPsiiij
Hii Oigma V^amma
ANTOM CLAUS
I GmplG UnivGFsiiij
LEOM COM EM, B.A.
West Vipqinia UnivGrsitij
Lambda vJmicron ij7amma
35
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LOUIS COHEM, A.E., MA
Monlclaii olate 1 totlifjs Collcqe
JOHM cl.P. CORMELIUS, A.b.
Lt'iiijli L ni\tisilij
klii Oiqnia Kyamma
CHARLES P. CCSTA, PS.
36
DAVID W. CRAGG, B.5.
Villa nova L.ollcqe
lolo I oLi oiqma
EMIL L ERRICO, A.B.
PiicKnell UntVGPsilii
P EMJAM IM GlMSB ERG, A.B.
Univcrsilij o( Arl ansas
Lambda LJmicron Vj^omma
37
SIDMEV W. GREEMSPAM
LaOaliG L,olleqG
Lambua K^ mii i on vrramma
MORTOM GREEMWALD, A.B.
Universiltj oi PennstjKania
Lam baa L-'micron Vramma
LEE dc E. HEDSOM
I cmple L. ni\crstlij
38
RAYMOnO B. KIMG
University of I lopln Uarolina
Phi Oigma K^amma
HARRY KOCHMAM
I Gmple Univepsitij
LEOM LASSER, A.B.
Lion CollGqe
LamDaa (Jmicpon Cr^ammo
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MORMAM LAZIM, B.S.
Ltoanon V alkij Collcqe
Lambda vJmkron ij7amma
hATHAhlEL LEIbOWITZ
I emple Universilij
LOUIS LOTTEMEERG
Mgw Yorl: Univcrsilij
Luniuila C_'niii r on l^amriui
40
GEORGE MAMIERI
Univ€rsiTij oT Pennsijlvania
TUfa Psi
ALBERT MATHEWi
Alhion L-olleqe
AMTHOMY MELI, B.S.
Villa novo V^ollGqe
JUa Psi
41
HOWARD MEMIMGER
Ducknell Universilt)
DORIS MOVER
Pie-Osfeopatnic Oolleqc
CLASTIME MEECE, PL.G.
KnilaaGipnia L-oIIgog oI Hiamiacu and Ocie
42
LOUIS PESSIM, B.A.
I empiG LJnivetsiftj
LaniDaa C^micron \j?amma
BERMARD PLOME, A.B.
UnivGPsilij oT kennsijlvania
Lam Dun C'miti on Lr'amma
CHARLES POSTER, A.B.
UnivGPsilij ol l-GnnsL)lvania
Lam D(_la L^m i cr on \yamma
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ALEXANDER PRICE, A.B.
Untversiiij oi l-Gnnsijlvania
Lambua C'micron (jramma
ROBERT E. L. PURVIS, B.S.
Kfennsijlvania btale Uollcqe
DOM E. RANMEY, A.B.
I lhI otolc UnivGisilij
hilti I till jirjma
44
WILLIAM A. RIEEER
UnivGrsifij or Alaoama
Pni -Jiqma vromma
WILLIAM A. REYMOLDS, B.S.
I eniple Universiiij
Pfii -Jiqma K^amma
LLOYD J. ROEIMSCM
otcfson UnivGi siii|
Atlas CluL
45
ROBERT G. SCHER, Pk.G.
BpooUijn Collcqc of Hiaimacij
LamDcIa (^'micron Cr7omma
GUSTAVE SCHULTZ, J,., B.S.
V illanova L-ollcqc
Atlas Cluk
HOWARD C. SCHULTZ
tmorl) Universilq
Plii Oiqma Gomma
46
J. IRVIMG SCHWARTZ, A.B.
I emple Univcpsiiij
KEMMETH SEACORD, PLB.
OneiiiGia OcicncG Ocnool
DAMIEL SILK
Pniladelpnia Mormal Ocno
Ippp^
47
DAVID SILVERMAM
-Si. John Lnivcrsitij
Lonibaa (_ micron Cr-amma
HEREERT STEI^,BERG, A.K
UniversifL) oi kcnnsijKania
Lambda Cniicion vrommn
WARREM SWEMSOM
L«_liii)n UnivGisilij
|(»tn I oil jiqmo
48
PHILIP B. TERRY
LJniversiTij or Maine
Atlas Clulj
GLEMM F. ULAMSKI, A.B.
I emple Universifij
I nmD<:la vJmicron vi7amma
HUBERT A. WAGMER, A.B.
I cmple Universifij
Hii Jiqma vramma
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and Creditmen
NORMAN W. ARENDS
MURRAY J. BACHES, A.B.
WILLIAM A. BLACKSMITH,
B.S.
Atlas Club
DANIEL B. BOND, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
PAUL BRAMMICK
SAM BRINT
Lambda Omicron Gamma
WILLIAM V. GOLFER
Phi Sigma Gamma
ROBERTA HELEN
CONOVER
AILEEN VIRGINIA CORBIN,
A.B.
GEORGE H. COURT, JR.
Phi Sigma Gamma
NANCY R. COURT
RICHARD DE NISE
Phi Sigma Gamma
J. FORD DONAHUE
Phi Sigma Gamma
STANLEY B. DORMAN, A.B.
SAMUEL J. FISHER. B.S.
52
ESTHER A. FLOM, B.S.
EDWARD FREEDMAN, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
JOSEPH A. FUREY
Phi Sigma Gamma
HARRY H. GINSER, B.S.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ARTHUR GLASS, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ROBERT H. GOLDMAN
Lambda Omicron Gamma
BERYL GOODMAN
ALVERADO
NORMAN GORDON, B.S.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ABE GUBERMAN, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
JACK HEYMAN
Lambda Omicron Gamma
RICHARD M. HIESTAND,
B.S.
Phi Sigma Gamma
EDWARD A. L. HOLROYD
Atlas Club
JOHN KELCH, JR.
Atlas Club
KEAIM MARDEROS
KECHIJIAN, B.S.
Theta Psi
CHESTER E. KIRK
Phi Sigma Gamma
53
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ANDREW ]. KLUKOSOVSKY,
B.S.
Iota Tau Sigma
ALEXANDER B. KRAWCZUK
VIOLA CATHERINE
KREUNER, B.S.
BERNARD LaBOVE, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ANTHONY LaROCCA, B.S.
Theta Psi
NORTON M. LEVIN, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
RONALD A. MERTENS
Phi Sigma Gamma
ARCH MESEROLE
Phi Sigma Gamma
J. KENNETH MILLER
Phi Sigma Gamma
P. FRANK MILLER, ]R.
Atlas Club
HERBERT R. MOSKOW, A.B.
DANIEL G. NEIN
Phi Sigma Gamma
HAROLD W. NOLF
Phi Sigma Gamma
CHARLES W. NORTON
Phi Sigma Gamma
54
HAROLD RABINOWITZ, B.S.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
IRVING H. SACKS, B.S.
LEON FRED SIMON, Ph.G.
A. LEON SMEYNE
Lambda Omicron Gamma
RICHARD H. STANCLIFF
Theta Psi
VIRGINIA L. STEELE
NICHOLAS DANIEL
TRETTA, B.S.
Theta Psi
SAM TROPEA
Iota Tau Sigma
HERBERT WEINBERG
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ALBERT WEINER
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ROBERT B. WOMBLE, JR.
A.B.
M. DALE YOCUM
GEORGE B. ZINC
LOUIS C. ZLOTKIN, B.S.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
55
KENNETH ADAMS
EDWARD ADICKES
Phi Sigma Gamma
ALFRED BARLOW
MARSHALL BERNSTEIN
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ANDREW C. BOWDLE, B.S.
M.A.
BERNHARD BROOCKER
Lambda Omicron Gamma
MARTIN CASSETT, A.B.
JOSEPH CONNELLY
DOMINIC DeCRISTO, B.S.
Theta Psi
RAYMOND E. DIETZ
Lambda Omicron Gamma
WILLIAM FISHER
KARL FRIEDMAN, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
SAMUEL GOLDBERG, A.B.
RAYMOND GOLDSTEIN
A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
ELIZABETH GREEN. A.B.
JOSEPH GREENBERG, B.A.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
SAMUEL GUYER, A.B.
RAYMOND HAMMEL, B.S.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
CECIL HARRIS
Lambda Omicron Gamma
CHARLES HEMMER, B.A.
Phi Sigma Gamma
FRANK HERZLIN
Lambda Omicron Gamma
56
R. WILLARD HUNT
RAYMOND ISRAEL
Iota Tau Sigma
ANNE JENDRYK, B.A.
ALBERT KETTE
Iota Tau Sigma
WESLEY LUTHER
Iota Tau Sigma
ELLIS MILLER
HARVEY MOGUL
SYDNEY NATHANS, A.B.
Lambda Omicron Gamma
HENRY OLITSKY, A.B.
DONALD PHILIPS
SAMUEL ROSENBAUM, B.A.
FERDINAND ROTH, B.A.
THOS. C.
SATTERTHWAITE, JR., B.A.
WILLIAM SCOTT
Phi Sigma Gamma
G. THOMAS SILL
ROBERT J. SMITH
Iota Tau Sigma
FELIX SPECTOR, B.A.
EDWARD J. SPODOBALSKI
Iota Tau Sigma
BASIL TULLY, B.A.
JOHN TULLY, B.A.
Phi Sigma Gamma
57
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ATLAS CLUB
OFFICERS
President Robinson, Lloyd
Vice-President Bradford, Spencer
Secretary Holroyd, Edward
Treasurer Kelch, John
Perry Thorp White Mazerski
Olson Lyons Robinson Holroyd
Croushore King Terry Blacksmith
Woodley Bond Schultz Miller
Styles Kent Bradford MacFarlanc
Chalmers Gregory Kelch
PLEDGES
Arends
Womble
Johnson
Satterthwaite
Henry
60
IOTA TAU SIGMA
Don E. Ranney President
Warren H. Swenson Vice-President
A. J. Klukosovsky Secretary
Sam Tropea Treasurer
DeWeese Russo Cragg Smith, R.
Hodgson Shaw Calder Kette
Leech Schultz, W. Sinnet Spodabalski
Petri Steigelman Luther
Pollara Baldwin, W. Israel
Roscoe Anne Holbrook
PLEDGES
Regano
Sill
Donovan
Aiken
Parker
Ford
61
LAMBDA OMICROM GAMMA
Aarons Plone Rabinowit:;
Berman Poster Rudner
Caplan Price Smeyne
Cutler Scher Weinberg
Feldman Silverman Weiner, A.
Gerber Steinberg Wolfenstein
Green, H. Ulanski Zlotkin
Krasney Bond, D. Bernstein
Kuptsow Brint
Brooker
Morganstein
Siekerka
Slotoroff
Cohen, Leon
Ginsberg
Feinstein
Fliegelman
Freedman
Ginser
Glass
Dietz
Fishman
Friedman
Goldstein
Greenspan Goldman
Greenberg
Greenwald Gordon Hammel
Lasser Guberman Her;lin
Lasin Heyman Kohn
Lottenberg LaBove Nathans
Pessin Levin Sokoloff
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PHI SIGMA GAMMA
President John deB. Cornelius
Vice-President Robert R. Brown
Secretary Richard Hiestand
Treasurer Raymond B. King
Sergeant-at-Arms Ford Donohue
H. Edward Davis
L. Roy Dunkelberger
Wesley Rowe
Charles H. Brimfield
Robert R. Brown
John deB. Cornelius
Raymond B. King
William A. Rieber
William A. Reynolds
Howard Schultz
Hubert A. Wagner
William Colfer
George Court
Richard DeNise
Ford Donohue
Joseph Furey
Richard Hiestand
Chester Kirk
Ronald Mertens
Arch Meerole
Kenneth Miller
Daniel Nein
Harold Nolf
Charles Norton
Edward Adickes
Harold Bell
Charles Hemmer
William Scott
John TuUy
Pledges :
Kenneth Adams
Alfred Barlow
Joseph Connelly
Gordon Henry
Melvin Todhunter
Basil Tully
Paul Wallat
63
THETA PSI
President George Manieri
Vice President M. Alverado
Secretarv'Treasitrer N. Tretta
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Spence
Ranelle
Vingiprova
Erickson
Enk
Knoop
Mcli
Manieri
Alverada
La Rocca
SlanclifF
Kechijian
Tretta
De Cristo
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JUMICR WOMEM'S
OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATIOM
Betty Hoffman
Betty Mellott
Margaret Hassett
Dons Moyer
Clastine Neece
Roberta Conover
OKven Evans
Virginia Steele
Nancy Court
Beryl Goodman
Aileen Corbin
Esther Flom
Viola Kruener
Elisabeth Green
Anne Jendryk
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SVMAPSIS STAFF
John de B. Cornelius Editor-in-Chief
Leon Lasser Associate Editor
Robert R. Brown Assistant Editor
Albert L. Mathews Literary Editor
David W. Cragg Photographic Editor
Leon Cohen Business Manager
Hubert A. Wagner Art Editor
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MEO-SEMIOP
HCMCPARV SOCIETY
The Neo-Senior Honorary Society was founded at the Philadelphia College of
Osteopathy in 1924. This society is non-scholastic, the members being chosen on the
basis of extra curricular activity and personal initiative in relation to the social phases
of student life at the college. The purpose of the society is to promote interest in the
social and extra curricular activities of the college.
Bond Dunkelberger Roscoe
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STUDEMT COUMCIL
Russell C. Erb Harold Green
'^acuity Adviser President
Bond, R. DeNise
Hodgson Fliegelman
Reynolds Luther
Steinberg Friedman
Roscoe
The Student Council, composed of the presidents and a member of each class, a
member elected by the students to represent the College as a whole, acts with a
Faculty member as an intermediate body between students and Faculty. Affairs of
class and college are brought up and discussed at regular monthly meetings. Disciplinary
measures and points of friction between students and faculty arc handled by this body
in such a way as to be most satisfactory to both student and faculty member.
The prime object of the Council is to promote better feeling and satisfaction
among the student body; thus helping in turning out men and women with not only
Osteopathic knowledge, but Osteopathic enthusiasm.
68
IMTERFPATEPMITV COUMCIL
David Hodgson
President
Gerber
Greene, H.
Dunkelberger
Cornelius
White
Associate Dean R. C. Erb
Faculty Adviser
Perry
Vingiprova
Spence
Roscoe
Hodgson
The interfraternity council consists of two members from each fraternity and a
faculty adviser. It is the duty of this organization to supervise and direct all affairs
of common interest to the fraternities. It also makes regulations for the general conduct
of fraternity houses.
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HIDALGO
Leon Lasser Editor
Warren Svvenson Associate Editor
John deB. Cornelius Associate Editor
Robert Brown Assistant Editor
Donald Ranney Assistant Editor
Leon Cohen Business Manager
STAFF
Conover
Moyer
Colfer
Topea
Levin
Tully
Roscoe
H. Green
Hodgson
Perry
Petri
C. Greene
Dunkelberger
Berman
Kent
Gregory
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CARDIO-VASCULAP SOCIETY
Russo
Roscoe
Baldwin, W.
Caplan
Erickson
Shultz, W.
Cutler
DeWeese
Membership in the Cardio-Vascular Society is determined by the student's general
average and record, as well as by competitive examination; it is, therefore, indicative
of excellent scholarship and character.
Throughout the year meetings are held to further the student's interest in diseases
of the heart and vascular system. At these meetings, patients from the chnic are
brought in for demonstration purposes. Open meetings are held regularly during the
year for the general student body and, under the guidance of members of the faculty,
pertinent signs and symptoms are pointed out and explained.
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OBSTETPICAL and
GYM ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY
President Petri
"Vice President H. Green
Secretary Bond
Treasurer Pollara
Russo
Roscoe
De Weese
Schultz, W.
Gerber
Lyons
Olson
Thorp
White
King, K.
Styles
Morris
Kent
Hoffman
Hodgson
Weiner
Tibhetts
In activity for fifteen years, the Obstetrical and Gynecological Society is still under
the guidance of its original sponsor, Dr. E. G. Drew. Throughout this period, the
society has been very successful in carrying out its original purpose of stimulating
research relative to Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Periodic meetings convene at which various physicians prominent in this branch
of Osteopathy contribute practical information gathered from their wide experience.
Several open meetings are held throughout the school year so that the entire student
body may benefit from the activities of this organization.
Junior students are annually elected during the second semester, after passing a
competitive examination in the practice of obstetrical medicine.
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UROLOGICAL SOCIETY
President Gerber
Vice President Lyons
Secretary and Treasurer rloiie
Berman Roscoe
King, K. Vingiprova
Sloteroff Greene, C.
Weiner Caplan
Plone Krasney
Silk Lyons
Gerber Stiles
The Urological Society was formed in the spring of 1935; based on the premise
to bolster interest and promote further clinical and didactic study of Genito-Urinary
Diseases from an Osteopathic viewpoint. With the splendid cooperation of Dr. Sterrctt,
the group has been most successful in the realisation of its purposes throughout the
past year.
Members are chosen each Spring from the Sophomore and Junior classes. Their
acceptance is determmed by grading of theses presented, together with a vote of the
active members.
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J. FRAMCIS SMITH
MEUPOLOGICAL SOCIETY
President Lester Kent
Vice-President '^m- Morris, Jr.
Secretary Margaret Hasset
Treasurer H- Caplan
Lyons Gerber
Ly'"^"
Roscoe
Mellott
Bond
Abbott
Sloteroff Davis
This society was organized for the purpose of studying neurological and psychiat-
rical problems. Selection of members is based upon grades, aptitude for the work, and
a competitive thesis. The group visits various institutions such as the Norristown State
Hospital, Fuller Sanitorium, and Philadelphia General Hospital. Meetings are held
with visiting lecturers, and symposiums of various nervous and mental subjects are
prepared by the members.
Under the most capable leadership of Dr. Smith, Dr. Dick and Dr. Fuller, the
group has enjoyed a profitable semester.
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DIG-CM SOCIETY
President R- Bond
Vice President W. Morris
Secretary'Treasurer Spence
Program Chairman Albert Styles
Bond Ranelle King, K. Ranney
Chalmers Spence Brown Reynolds
Kent ^^y^*^^ Bnmfield Robinson
Lyons
,, ,,
.
Claus Terry
White
Morris Woodley Manieri Wagner
Olson Bowers King, R. Sweison
The Dig-On Society was founded in 1933 as a group interested in bridging the
gap between college and the field of practice. It is composed of a limited number
of Juniors and Seniors.
It has met frequently during the past year to present lectures by various men
of the staff and field concerning the practical problems of the general practitioner.
Also of great value have been demonstrations and instructions in various techniques
and procedures useful in the office. At all meetings a round-table discussion was held
of the topic involved.
This society has proved to be a great aid to the students and an instrument in
making a better understanding between the practicing physician and the potential
graduate. The success of this society is entirely due to the generosity of the men
who have so graciously given their time.
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GEOPGE S. POTHMEVEP
GASTROEMTEROLOGICAL SOCIETY
President John Leech
Vice-President Byrne DeWeese
Secretary John Sheets
Treasurer James Russo
Blumenthal
Enck
Dunkelberger
Greene, C.
Green, H.
Lyons
Kupstow
Petri
Roscoe
Rowe
SlotorofF
Krasney
Pollara
The George S. Rothmeyer Gastroenterological Society was founded by Dr. Ralph
W. Davis in 1932 for the advancement of the study and practice of Gastroenterology
in our college and hospital. Meetings are held bi-monthly. One meeting is closed,
being for members only. The other is open so that interested individuals may profit
by the activities of the society. Many prominent men in the Osteopathic profession
and also in the medical group speak at these meetings.
Each year several members of the Junior class are selected for membership after
showing their interest and efforts in this field.
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIOM
President Perry
Vice-President Ranney
Cohen, Leon
King, R.
Manieri
Terry
Physical activities at P.CO. were confined solely to intramural events. The
support and widespread interest taken by the student body in this type of activity
more than warrants its continuance as an integral part of the general activity program.
The games conducted all proved to be popular, and afforded much pleasure and
enjoyment for players and spectators alike. The atcivities ranged from hard-fought
touch football games in the fall to heavy hitting softball games in the spring. Each
fraternity and class team took part in a whole-hearted, sportsmanlike manner. There
can be no doubt that the remembrance of many of the contests will linger long in
everyone's memory.
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JUMIOP PPOM COMMITTEE
Charles Brimfield, Chairman
Leon Lasser
Warren Swenson
George Manieri
Raymond King
Anton Claus
Philip Terry
The outstanding social event of the spring season at the Philadelphia College of
Osteopathy is the Junior Prom, presented each year by the third-year class to the
fourth-year class. This year the delightfully euphonious music of Billy Hall's Orchestra
will keep the couples moving on the floor of the Planet Room of the Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel. And, as in past years, the high point of the evening will be the tapping
ceremonies for the new initiates of the Neo-Senior Honorary Society.
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MEW MAM CLUB
President Joseph Vingiprova
Vice President Nicholas Tretta
Treasurer George Manieri
Secretary Margaret Hassett
Second Vice President Wesley Luther
Connelly Spodobalski Legnosky Meli
De Cristo Wallat Massad Schultz, G.
Hemmer Donohue Mazerski Hassett
Jannelli
Lombardi
Fisher
Kelch
Sarama
Tretta
Vingiprova
Luther Krawczuk Tropea Baches
Rigano La Recca Manieri Furey
The purpose of the Newman Club is to band the students of the Roman Catholic
faith together in an endeavor to further the ideals of that faith; to encourage scholastic
achievement in the student body; to bring about good fellowship and understanding
between the members of this faith and those of other beliefs; and to provide, in a
measure, a means of social activity for the members.
During the year monthly meetings are held, and lectures are given by prominent
men in the therapeutic field. This year open meetings were held for lectures by
Father Brown on the Roman Catholic beliefs in controversial medical subjects.
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CAMERA CLUB
President Warren Swenson
Vice-President John Kelch, Jr.
Secretary-Treasurer Leon Lasser
Faculty Adviser Russell Erb
I
Cornelius
Tropea
Brown, R.
Aiken
Steinberg
Cragg
Mathews
The Camera Club was organised in 193S to further the interest of the students
in Photography. Last year members of the Club provided many of the photographs
which appeared in the 1939 Synapsis. Again this year the Club has cooperated with
the Staff in obtaining material for this book. Plans are now under way to hold a
Photographic Exhibit of the efforts of the Club's members. The members of the Club
are also available to take pictures of the various functions at College as well as to
make permanent records of Clinical Material.
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BACTERIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The Bacteriological Society was founded in 1937 by a group of students who
were especially interested in this field of medicine. The purpose of this society is to
enable upperclassmen to continue their study of this subject beyond the comprehensive
course offered in the curriculum.
Under the able guidance of Dr. Py and the staff of the Bacteriology department,
the members of the society work upon various research problems. By this practical
experience, they gain knowledge which will be of great benefit in professional life.
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IMTEPMES. 1940
William Davis
L. Roy Dl'nkelberger Alex Lyons
Arnold Gerber William Morris
John Leech W. C. Spence, Jr.
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IMTERMES, 1939
CHIEF RESIDENT PHYSICIANS
Dr. Russell E. Fry
Dr. Robert C. Erwin
RESIDENT IN ANESTHESIA
Dr. Willl\m Furey
FIRST-YEAR INTERNES
Ray H. Bryan
Larry Brown
Brant Ditmore
J.ACOB Hickman
Ronald Pencek
Raymond Ruberg
Alan J. Snider
Warren Tavener
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SCHOOL OF MUPSIMG
The School of Nursing of the Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia has been an
integral part of the institution since 1919. It is an officially recognized training school
in the State of Pennsylvania, and upon graduation nurses are eligible for State Board
examinations for the degree of Registered Nurse. The educational program is one
of the finest in Pennsylvania, as the instructors are all members of the College Faculty,
who are skilled in imparting the benefit of their years of study and experience. In
addition to service in the Osteopathic Hospital, the student nurse spends six months
of her third year at the Philadelphia General Hospital to gain experience in handling
types of cases not often seen in smaller, private hospitals. Here she also completes
her training in Materia Medica and Pediatrics.
To be a nurse, a girl must have a love for the calling, a love that is deep and
sincere; a willingness to serve humanity, often at the expense of her own personal
happiness and comfort; a sound, healthy body to enable her to carry on when she
wants to quit; and an unquenchable personality that allows her to smile when she
wants to cry.
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SIGMA ALPHA OMICPCM
1925
Charles W. Cattaneo Wilbur P. Lutz
Alexander Levitt Solomon E. Yoder
1926
Irma Amanda Davis
Joseph Francis Py
Samuel Getlin
Anna Minerv Sieders
1932
John H. Eimerbrink
Edward S. Prescott
Harry M. Leonard
Stanley H. Rowe
Eugene J. Casey
1935
Arthur M. Flack
Robert A. Steele
Watne V. Ramsay
Harry H. Davis
O. Lamson Beach
Charlesanna Coles
James T. Berry
Frank A. Beidler
Arnold C. Brown
Louis R. Farley
Kenneth A. Scott
1927
Henry S. Liebert
Marion A. Dick
William Ketner
H. M. Gehman
George S. Rothmeyer
D. George NeHs
1934
C. Markel Becker
Martha Bailey
John E. Cooker
Ernest L. Ruzicka
J. Marshall Hoag
1928
James M. Eaton
Gladys Smiley
William F. Daiber
1935
Ida C. Schmidt
William S. Prescott
Blanche C. Allen
David J. Evans
1936
1929
Beatrice Blawis S. Gilbert Corwin
Robert Chase McDaniel
Edward H. Johnson
Raymond F. Spanjer
1937
Saul Goldstein
1930
David Young, II
Guy S. Deming
Harry I. Stein
Ruth A. Cook
Ross E. Chapin
Albert P. Ulbrich
Lester R. Mellott
Henrietta Peterson
Karnig Tomajan
Lillian Barton Scott
N. Morton Fybish 1938
Eleanor C. Beck
Russell E. Fry
Stuart F. Harkness
William L. Silverman
Dwight A. Stiles
1931
Edward R. Theiler, Jr. Raymond H. Rickards
B. T. Bailey Flack Robert C. Warner
Norman Warburton
1939
Walter Smithson
Sidney Weitberg
Boyd Button
William Davis
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Here endeth the first section of our Book. We hope you hke the idea behind the
following section, a new idea in year books at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy.
We would like to take this opportunity to extend credit to Horace Simcox for
his help in composing the book, Lorstan Studios for their cooperation in our photo-
graphic work, to Mrs. Cole for her hard work on the business end of the book, and
to Dons Moyer for her long hours at a typewriter assisting the Literary Editor.
Thanks are also due the Student Body for their kind response to our various
requests, and the Staff of the Clinics and Hospital for their willingness in permitting
their departments to be invaded by our photographers.
Finally, we would like to express our gratitude to our Patrons and Advertisers,
without whose financial assistance the 1940 Synapsis would be far less than it is.
To the Junior Class we say— after a lot of work and many late hours, here's
your book. Do you like it?
THE EDITORS.
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Dear Editor,
Please try to have the Synapsis out hy April 1st
because I expect my Bears-Soehuck cataloj;ue to run
out by then.
A. K.
SlicksviUe, Pa.
Hold everything. Synapsis out hy June.—Ed.
Dear Sir:
I called the liospital several times two months ago
to tell them that my hahy was on the way. No doctor
has come yet. I have tried everything in my book,
"What to ilo Until the Doctor Comes." What is my
next move?
Expectantly.
Don't worry. They'll get there sometime.—Ed.
Mr. Editor,
Sir: I have spent considerable time studying the
method whereby you are able to determine before
hand how many words of ten point type letters can
be placed in a square inch of space, without my being
able to compute a proper formula. W ill you be so
kind as to help me out of this dilemma.
K. S.
Hendersonville, N. C.
Dear Editor:
Tliere has been a rumor going around that the
Synapsis will be out early; please advise me just
when I may expect my copy. I have just finished
reading all my Superman magazines and now I want
to see what Osteopatliv has to offer.
V. T.
And small wonder!—Ed.
Dear Dr. Blank:
I was in the Clinic on W ednesday sitting on one
of the benches when you walked by and smiled at
me. I don't know why they have so many good
looking doitors in your Clinic but I think you are
the liandsomest one there. You may reniendjer me,
I was the one in the cute green dress which was
gathered in at the waist in ruffles and had a wide
flaring skirt. My hat was a sweet little pie plate thing.
I would like to meet you some time. You may think
I'm awfully fresh to write to you in this way but I
just couldn't help myself when I thought of you.
Always yours,
Bobbie.
P. S. My phone number is Baring 8509 in case you'd
like to get in touch with me that way.
B.
Dear Editor:
While sitting in the Clinic last week I heard some-
one call repeatedly, "Osteograplier, Booth 19." I have
never seen one and do not know what kind of an
animal it is. Will you please print a picture of one?
Also could you tell mc why they have an animal
like that in a Clinic booth.
Mr. P. Zoo.
An osteograplier is a very rare and vanishing spe-
cies. They are so rare that we have no pictures of
them in our files.—Ed.
Dear Editor:
I have a friend who has been telling me about
an unile of his who goes to a chiropractor and gets
wonderful results. 1 think Osteopathy is wonderful
altho I don't exactly know what it is. Will you
please tell me in a couple of sentences what Osteopa-
thy is and what is the difference between a chiro-
practor and an osteopath? Thank you.
Mrs. D. Ignoranski.
After four years at P. C. O. we <lon't know either.
For complete and impartial information on the entire
topic we suggest you write to Dr. Hlinilfish care of
the A. M. A. He knows all about osteopaths and
chiropractors.—Ed.
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Art Editor; David Cragg, Photographic Editor;
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Yes, I remember!
I saw it at Beeber's . . . in that swell store on
Walnut Street.
MICROSCOPES
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
oi Every Type and Description
X-RAY and PHYSICAL
THERAPY EQUIPMENT
of the Latest Type
It's Quality Plus Value at Beeber's
]. BEEBER COMPANY
1109 WALNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
838 Broadway, N. Y. C. . . . 922 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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The Camera Shop
Photographic Supplies
113 S. 52nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Eve. 4646 West 3068
Joseph F.
CALLAHAN
FLOWERS
113 S. Fortieth Sireet
Philadelphia, Pa.
Reg. 1408 East 8055
Wm. Franz
Bev. Co.
AJJ Kinds of Soit Diinks
1526-30 Frankford Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
8TH ANNUAL
CHARITY BALL
The weather bureau IkkI
[jroniised rain, and rain it did
—all morning, all afternoon,
and all night. But the
v.eather had little or no effect
on the spirit of the occasion.
The osteopathic physicians
were gathered for a good time
and a small matter, such as
rain, was not going to spoil
The Eighth Annual Char-
ity Ball was held Saturday
evening, February 3rd, at the
Penn Athletic Club. A de-
licious dinner started things
off. To make sure that the
food would be more easily as-
similated, entertainers kept
everyone in the best of spirits
while Herby \^ ood"s music
cooled the soup and flavored
the steak. When everyone
iiad finished dinner, the de-
lightful strains of Glen Gray's
Casa Loma Orchestra wafted
through the spacions rooms
of the Penn A. C. and every-
one left their tables and
danced, and danced, and
danced: many a rug was cut
thai uifilit.
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Men learn by experience, and time teaches experi-
ence. Dr. D. S. B. Pennock, Chief Attending Sur-
geon of the Hospital and Professor of Surgery of
the College, is well known throughout the entire
profession for his tactus eruditus and the excellent
results of his surgery.
Dr. Edward G. Drew, Professor of Gynecology and
Clinical Surgeon, is admired and respected by all who
know him. His work in the surgical and osteopathic
fields have made him outstanding and a recognized
authority on gynecological diseases.
"Bzzz Bzzz Bzzz"
"This is the Osteopathic Hospital."
"Dr. Pennock calling. May I speak with
Dr. Cathie?"
"One moment please, I'll ring him."
"Dr. Cathie speaking."
"Angus, this is Pennock. I have a patient
for surgery coming in this afternoon. He's
to be operated on tomorrow morning. Will
you reserve a room and have the operating
room ready for an adenectomy about
eight?"
"Well, let me see. Room 306 is vacant.
We'll put him in there and I'll take care of
the rest."
"Good. See you in the morning. Good-
bye."
"Kitty, this is Dr. Cathie. Please call Miss
Peeler. Hello, Miss Peeler? Dr. Pennock is
sending in a patient to go in room 306. Ade-
nectomy at eight tomorrow morning. Student
interne Lasser is assigned to the case. Will
you see that everything in room 306 is ready
tonight and have the operating room noti-
fied? That's right. Fine."
In this way another patient is scheduled
for surgery in the Osteopathic Hospital.
Dr. William Furey, interne in
anesthesia, is seen using the latest
type machine in administering
anesthesia to a patient in the anes-
thesia room of the hospital. Dr.
Furey, who has served his regular
interneship in the hospital, is spe-
cializing in anesthesia, one of the-
more important phases of surgical
practice.
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The Amphitheatre is hut a dream
to the first year men and just an-
other 8 oVIork class Saturday
mornings for the third and fourth
year men. Every Saturilay morn-
inji; the upperelassmen gather liere
to ohserve surgical procedure on
clinic patients and to witness diffi-
cult imusual (lcli\eries. On the
lloor with the patient is the student
interne who is to carry the patient
through the surgery and to give
the osteopathic treatments during
the convalesence period.
When the patient arrives, he is conducted
to his room and is prepared for bed. Shortly
after he gets into bed, preparations for his
operation are begun. A complete history of
his condition and of other pertinent factors
is obtained by a graduated interne, and this
is followed by an exhaustive physical exam-
ination by the interne with the attending
physician supervising. Specimens are ob-
tained for complete urine and blood analysis
as well as for blood typing. These specimens
are sent to the Pathology laboratory for study
and a report is given to the Surgeon before
the operation can be performed. The patient
is also examined by the anesthetist to de-
termine what type of anesthesia will be best
suited for his condition. The patient is then
given a liglit supper. Later in the evening,
the patient will receive further pre-operative
medication and preparation, and may then
settle down to a good night's sleep.
While the patient sleeps, the Pathology
department is busy putting his specimens
through various tests to determine his ability
to withstand surgery and the nurses are occu-
pied preparing the amphitheatre for surgery.
(Page 97, please)
Dr. Francis J. Smith, (iliief Anesthetist, and his
assistants, May Breslin, R.N., and Dr. Furey, handle
the difficult task of both relieving pain and maintain-
ing life during surgery with an efficiency born with
experience.
Margaret C. Peeler, R.N.. direct- the School of
Nursing of the Osteopathic Hospital. It is through her
leadership that the nursing staff of the Hospital serves
so efficaciously.
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Herein lies the difference between Osteo-
pathic care and ordinary care in the average
hospital. When ordered by the physician on
the case, osteopathic treatments are given to
patients by the student internes. This not
only gives the student interne experience in
treating bed-ridden patients but aides mate-
rially in the rapid recovery of sick patients.
THANK YOU, DOCTOR . . .
For Your Favorable Comments and Response to Our
New Reduced Price Policy on Amsterdam Appliances
AMSTERDAM BROS.
Manufacturers and Fitters of
Surgical and Orthopedic Appliances
274 S. 20th street
LOCust 2517-2518 RACE 0039-
New York Newark Brooklyn Atlanta Philadelphia
Your patient receives the personal attention oi Mr. S. B. Amsterdam
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Here on the top floor of the Hospital is where all the
laboratory work for tlie Hospital patients is done. The well
manned staff do the work under the exceptional tutelage of
Dr. Dressier. Twenty four hours a day the laboratory is avail-
able to the Hospital for both routine and emergency duty.
Qualify for Fiity-five Years
Microscopes
Laboratory Equipment
Chemical Glassware
Photographic and
Projection Equipment
WILLIAMS,
BROWN &
EARLE, Inc.
ScientiUc Instiuments
918 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Collector of books, pipe*, stamps ami friend- i-
Dr. Otterbein Dressier, Pathologist and Director of
Laboratories of the Hospital, anil Professor of
Pathology.
Established Since 1910
Phila. Distributor of Angelica Uniiorms
ABE L. GREENBERG
INCORPORATED
1116 WALNUT STREET
Nurses - Doctors - Technicians
Hospital Attendants
Philadelphia's Largest Uniform Store
Uniiorms lor Every Purpose
KINgsIey 1660 Free Alteration
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Intiodiicing surgery to the second year men is the
task of Dr. James M. Eaton, who, hy laying a firm
foundation for the students, makes it easier for them
to step to the more advanced phases of surgical
procedure.
Early the next morning the patient receives
further preparation for surgery. It is upon
these final pre-operative preparations that the
recovery of the patient depends to a large
extent. When they have been completed, the
patient is placed on a carriage and taken to
the anesthesia room where in silence and
confidence, he drifts off into a deep sleep
carefully controlled by the anesthetist in
charge.
After the surgery has been completed, he
is returned to his room where a student in-
terne keeps watch over him until he has com-
pletely regained consciousness.
Dr. Harman Y. Kiser begins where Dr. Eaton left
off and carries the third year men through the diffi-
cult subjects of fracture.s and dislocations and in-
flammatory diseases. His vast experience makes the
subject both understandable and interesting.
During his convalescence from the surgery
he learns to appreciate the difference between
Osteopathic care and ordinary hospital care.
He receives frequent osteopathic treatments
which he finds are of definite value in short-
ening his stay in the hospital, in reducing his
convalescence period, and in preventing
post-operative complications.
Finally the patient leaves the Hospital,
happy that he has regained his former good
health and thankful to all his friends in the
Hospital for the good care they have given
him.
Ideal Facilities for
Luncheons - Dinners - Banquets
Call EVErgreen 9000
HOTEL PHILADELPHIAN
39th & Chestnut Sts.
CAMERAS
And Everything Photographic
KLEIN & GOODMAN
18 S. 10th Street Phila., Pa.
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Day and night— work here never teases in the at-
tempt to save a life in an emergency. Rotating
interneships provide experience for the interne on
duty, and hoth graduate and student nurses assist.
Pennypacker 1268-69-70 Race 4761-62
WOODINGTON
Mail Advertising Service
15;h Floor North American Bldg.
117 S. Broad St., Philadelphia
Miss R. D. Woodington
RADIOLOGY
A Red Car races up 4otli St., crosses Spruce
St., slows up, turns into the driveway and
conies to a stop in front of the Emergency
Room. A policeman fioes into the Emer<;ency
Room and reports, "An automobile accident
at 49th and Hazel Avenue. The driver hurt
his arm and we are bringing him in here."
The patient is admitted to the Emergency
Room immediately and given a thorough ex-
amination bv the interne in charge. A com-
plete historv of how the patient was injured
is obtained while First Aid is administered.
The interne makes a provisional diagnosis
of a fractured bone of the forearm. To con-
firm the diagnosis the interne orders an im-
mediate X-Rav stiidv made of the ]»atient"s
forearm. Tliis furnishes final proof that the
patient suffered a fracture of the radius in
the left forearm.
The graduate interne on duty in the Emer-
gency Room now proceeds to reduce or "set"
the fracture under supervision of a member
of the staff. Working with him is the student
nurse on Emergencv Room duty. After the
fracture has been reduced, retention of the
reduction is necessary. The proper dressings
and splint are applied and the arm is put in
a sling. The patient is given a general "clean-
ing up," minor scratches and bruises being
carefully attended to and general treatment
for possible, shock is given. After this the
patient is told when to return for further care
and is allowed to go home.
When the patient returns on his next visit
an appointment is made for a complete two
dimensional X-Ray study of his forearm for
further check on the fracture and on the re-
duction. This time be comes in during regu-
lar appointment hours. He goes to the wait-
ing room in the X-Ray department and gives
Miss Montague his record card from Emer-
gency Room.
SHErwood 8620
West Philadelphia
Multigraphing &
Printing Co.
5314 MARKET STREET
Race 5075 Wal. 2427-28
UniioTTns ior Women
Pennsylvania
Apparel Co.
247-249 N. 12th STREET
Philadelphia
Granite 7482
Jewelry & Watches Repaired
Hamilton & Elgin Watches
C. EDW. BEST
JEWELER
619 S. 52nd STREET
West Philadelphia
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She reports the case to the radiologist on
duty. He sets up the proper equipment and
makes the necessary preparations. The patient
is then told to come in and his arm is placed
in an exact position under the screen. The
radiologist goes into the control room leaving
the patient alone for the exposure. From the
lead-lined control room the X-Ray tuhes are
switched into action. The patient is conscious
of a momentary buzzing sound. The sound
ceases, the door to the control room swings
open, and the radiologist steps out to adjust
the patient's forearm in another position.
The radiologist goes back into the control
room and again the patient hears a peculiar
buzzing sound. Upon its cessation, the radiol-
ogist again appears from the control room
and tells him that "it is all over," and he is
free to leave.
The films are developed and carefully
studied by an expert radiologist. A complete
Diagnosis and Irealnient has advanced tremendously
since the discovery of both radium and X-rays. Here a
routine X-ray is being taken to confirm and support
the diagnosis made earlier. Fluoroscopy is utilized
in some cases before X-ray plates are made, and in
the t-eatmenl of cancer the big 200,000 watter is used.
Efficiency in an office depends upon the individuals
in that office; order and routine must be followed.
The Radiology Department is no exception. Miss Ida
Montague sees to it that appointments are made and
kept.
written report is made out and sent up to the
Emergency Room to be placed in the patient's
history. The interne studies this report for a
check on his further management of the case.
During the next few weeks the patient re-
turns at frequent intervals to the Out-Patient
Department for a re-check of his arm, and to
have the dressings changed.
Finally, after about six weeks, all dressings
are removed and another X-Ray study is made
of the arm. This X-Ray film shows that suffi-
cient union of the bone has occurred to make
the wearing of the sling and splint no longer
necessary. Following instructions and warn-
ings about the amount of use to be given
the arm, the patient is discharged. He is
thankful to discover that his arm has its
normal contour, with no ugly deformities nor
any permanent loss of ability, and is glad
he received prompt, careful treatment follow-
ing his accident.
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At thi? window in the Clinic office all patient,-; for the Clinic niu?t
register upon each visit. Upon a patient's first visit to the Clinic she is
assigned to a hooth. Every time she returns to the Clinic she goes to
the student doctor in the booth assigned to her for treatment.
A student doctor treating a pa-
tient in the Clinic. Each student
doctor in the Clinic has a similar
hooth assigned to him which is his
"office."
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at
noon, new patients are registered in the gen-
eral clinic. After an interview with Miss
^ ilsoii, who is in charge of the Social Service
of the Clinic, each new patient is assigned
to a student physician. It is the student
phvsician wlio is the iniinediate contact be-
tween the patient and the services rendered
bv the Clinic.
Ihe student physician first elicits the new
patient's history, which is their description of
the condition which brought them to our
Clinic. Besides a description of the patient's
chief complaint, the history should also con-
tain descriptions of the patient's past life, for
somewhere in the j)atient's past life may lie
tlie answer to tlie problem at hand. The
patient is asked about childhood diseases,
accidents, and previous operations; even their
most personal habits— all this in an attempt
to know the patient and tiie facts leading up
to his present complaint. After the history
has been elicited, the student physician then
does a complete physical examination of the
patient in order to discover any unusual signs
or symptoms which may give him a clue as
to the nature of the condition causing the
patient's discomfort.
These facts are recorded on forms provided
for the purpose by the Clinic, and are a last-
ing document, being preserved in special files.
In this manner, they may be referred to at
any time for purposes of study.
Wlien this Jias been completed, the student
physician, under the supervision of a grad-
uated physician, examines the vertebral
column and the paravertebral tissues in order
to ascertain the status of these tissues and tlie
factors present here contributing to or caus-
ing the patient's illness. Tlien the student has
a conference witli his supervisor as to what
the patient is suffering from. Before a tenta-
tive diagnosis is made by the supervising
plivsician, he himself examines the patient.
^ hen tlie tentative diagnosis has been de-
cided u))on, orders are written for treatment.
If special examinations are needed before the
patient can be treated, they are ordered at
this time. Tlie special clinics conducted in
conjunction with the general clinic are all
under the direction of physicians who are
specialists in their own fields. Everv new
patient routinely has a complete blood count
and urinalysis made; these laboratory proce-
dures are made bv students in the ("ollege
pathology laboratories, and their reports are
included in tlie case history file.
S[)ecial clinics are conducted in Ophthal-
mology, Ear, Nose, and Tliroat, Gynecol-
ogy, Urology, Neurology and Psychiatry,
(Cardiology, Respiratory Diseases, Proctology,
.Artliritis, Diseases of the Bones and Joints,
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Surgery, Endocrinology, Allergy, Gastroenter-
ology, Podiatry, and Radiology. The equip-
ment in each of the special clinics is the best
available to facilitate diagnosis, treatment,
and the teaching of unusual conditions; every
problem presented in clinic can be adequately
handled to the satisfaction of both the patient
and the Clinic.
After being examined in the special clinics,
and after all necessary laboratory tests have
been made, the physician who made the ex-
amination writes his report of his findings
and recommendations as to treatment and
therapeutic procedure. This report is then
sent to the general clinic, where it is included
in the case history file for further reference.
If additional examinations are suggested by
the special clinic the student physician makes
the arrangements for such work; in the mean-
tions have been collected, the student physi-
cian, with his supervising physician, make
the working diagnosis, and a combined plan
of treatment is formulated which is then
executed according to the orders. In most
cases the treatment is administered by the
student physician in his booth; specialized
treatments that may be necessary are admin-
istered in the respective special clinics with
the student physician assisting as much as is
possible. Osteopathic manipulative treatments
are given by the student physician in his
booth as often as the supervising physician
deems it advisable. Special attention is paid
to those areas of the spine which the osteo-
gram shows to be particularly involved.
In the event that a clinic patient should
become acutely ill— too sick to come into
the clinic— he is visited in his home by a
member of the Department of Practice. The
Here every new patient in the Clinic comes to have
a routine hlood count done by a student technician.
Also all other Clinic blood work is done here by
students such as blood sedimentation tests, blood
Wassermans, and other technical procedures.
time, if treatment is recommended, it is in-
stituted immediately. In most cases, osteo-
pathic treatments are advised for the obvious
reasons. It has been found that such a proce-
dure is of definite value to the patient in
hastening his recovery from his condition. In
osteopathic manipulative treatment lies one
of the great therapeutic differences in the
management of patients suffering with dis-
ease in contradistinction to "regular'" medical
care.
When all the special examinations have
been completed, and all the recommenda-
Under the careful supervision of a member of the
Pathology department, students on "lab" duty do all
the urinanlyses ordered by the General Clinic, Ob-
stetrical Clinic and Pediatrics Clinic.
Fellow who makes home calls first acquaints
himself with the case by referring to the
case-history file preserved in the clinic office.
In the patient's home, the Fellow treats the
patient osteopathically p.r.n. When the pa-
tient has recovered sufficiently to be up and
aroiuid, he returns to the general clinic to
continue his regular treatments.
Those patients who require immediate sur-
gical work are taken either to the emergency
room or to the operating rooms in the Hos-
pital. If the necessary surgical work is minor
in nature, then after a short rest in the
Hospital, the patient is sent home. However,
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Examination of a palitnt liy Dr. Aheyta in the Oph- Dr. (;ue^t examining a patient in the Oto-Rhino-
thahiiology Clinie. Laryngology Clinie.
^
Dr. Coleman explaining the use of
a .-igmoidoseope to a group of senior
students in Proctology Clinie.
Please Credit . . RICHARD YOUNG
Scott-Powell Dairies Physicians' and Hospital Supplies
DIVISION Surgical Instruments of Quality
Philadelphia Dairy Products Co., 214 N. Fifteenth St., Phila., Pa.
lOU
Dr. Wilbur P. Lutz, one of the most appreciated
members of the Clinic Staff, listens to the heart
sounds of a student in the Vardio-\ascular Clinic.
if the surgery was of a major nature, the
patient is put to bed in the Hospital until
fully convalesced.
In the senior year, the student physician
serves in each of the special clinics for a
certain period; it is at this time that he re-
ceives practical instruction in the care and
management of the cases and conditions
treated in that particular clinic. This rotating
service provides that each student receive ade-
quate preparation for the years that he will
spend in general practice. Shovtld one par-
ticular field prove most interesting to a fourth
year man, he may apply for a Fellowship
in that department; as a Fellow he has the
opportunity to further his knowledge in that
subject. And, as a Fellow, he has the oppor-
tunity to examine patients referred to that
special clinic. By working side by side with
men more experienced than he, the Fellow
«ooii acquires deftness and ability in treating
these special cases.
In addition to this well-rounded program
The Attending Physician of the Arthritis Clinic,
Dr. John J. McHenry, is kept mighty busy by the
many cases of arthritis which come to our Clinic
after seeking relief at many other places.
of instruction and practice, each student phy-
sician receives practical experience in cada-
veric surgery— the more common surgical
procedures are first demonstrated by mem-
bers of the surgical stafi of the College and
the student physician repeats the procedure
on another cadaver. This in no way is meant
to replace the practical instruction in surgery
received when he serves his Hospital student
interneship dviring his junior and senior
years, nor the lectures given by the same
members of the surgical staff in classes, but
rather it augments and broadens the aspect
of surgical procedures.
Witli such practical training and expe-
rienced instruction, the student physician
feels confident that when he is graduated at
the end of his fourth year, he will be capable
of correctly diagnosing the condition of his
patients and, moreover, of providing relief
from the pangs of sickness and disease pro-
cesses. He will be a credit to both his school
and the community in which he is practicing.
Market 3400
Andre"w J. Bair & Son HENRY SAUR CO., Inc.
Funeral Directors Manuiactureis of
3925 Chestnut Street Surgical Bandages
Orthopaedic Appliances
No Parking Restrictions
Abdominal Belts, Artificial Limbs
Modern Air Conditioned Service Rooms Trusses, Elastic Hosiery, Crutches, Etc.
EVErgreen 7700 Established 1822 515-517 N. Eighth St., Phila., Pa.
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NEUROLOGY
"That he is mad, 'tis true, 'tis true, 'tis pitv: and
pity 'tis 'tis true."
The attitude of "So what?" when those who are
mentally deficient are discussed, prevalent even to-
dav, is to be deplored. We, as phvsicians, should
try t'> do all in our power to help these unfortunate
people. More, we, as osteopathic phvsicians, with a
proven therapy in our fingers, should do everything
possible to aid those who are so obviously benefited
by osteopathic treatments.
In the clinic, those who show some straying from
the normal straight and narrow by the elicited historv
and physical examination, are referred to the Neuro-
logical Department for further study. Here the
patient is given a complete neurological and psychiat-
rical examination by one of the members of the staff
of the department. Each case is carefully analyzed
and everything in the patient's life is carefully con-
sidered. Routines are followed, but the routines are
varied to fit the occasion and the patient. When
the case has been analyzed, the treatment is outlined.
Treatntent in neurological and psychiatrical cases
vary with the individual and the disease. In every
case, osteopathic manipulative treatments have shown
that they have a definite value, and are ordered for
all patients. Along with general osteopathic treat-
ments, various adjunctive therapeutics are instituted.
These include ultra-violet light, high colonics, dia-
thermy, infra-red light, hot continuous baths, Scotch
douches, hydrotherapy, vocational therapy, psycho-
therapy, and surgery. By far the most important
therapeusis is the osteopathic manipulative treat-
ment. One has only to speak to and observe one of
these unfortunate individuals to realize how much
benefit they do derive from the manipulative treat-
ments. The adjunctive therapeutics are, for the most part, carried out by senior students under
the personal direction of a staff naember, while the osteopathic treatments are given by a
junior student in the General Clinic, who closely follows the treatment outlined by the staff
physician. Osteopathy . . . proven the best by clinical e iperience.
Dr. J. Francis Smith has received
world renown in the field of Psychiatry
and Neurology in spite of his great handi-
cap of being unable to see. Dr. Smith has
not let this obstacle stop him, but has
learned to "see" with his fingers even
better than some can see with their eyes.
llic Use of li|trii\ iolct light and short wa\<- DialliiTiiiy ha\c pri)\4d lo he liclpl'iil adjuncts
in the Iriatmcnt of many of tin- ((inditiiins uliich prcM-nt thcni>cl\(> upon llic rxainiiialions
of patients who enter our (ilinic. The use of these machines conu's under ihi- Dcparlnient
of Physiotherapy headed by Dr. Marion A. Dick.
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PEDIATRICS
A brand new addition to the census has
just arrived in "the house around tlie corner."
He is pretty new in this world, but already
he has received the attention of many people
;
the obstetrician, his mother, father, and a
large number of relatives. Size has nothing
to do with importance, as he proves, because
he is mighty important to his mother and
father. Naturally they want him to liave the
best of care. One fine Tuesday or Thursday
afternoon his mother dresses him up in his
best bib and diaper, and down they both go
to the Pediatrics Clinic at the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy. She knows that here
His Majesty, the baby, will receive, like hun-
dreds of others, the very best of care.
He is registered and given a thorough
examination, to discover any possible con-
genital anomalies or birth injuries, and to
check his general physical condition. He is
then taken to the Feeding Clinic by his
student doctor, where he is weighed and a
formula worked out to fit his special needs.
From now on he returns at regular intervals
to be weighed and his formula checked. Each
time he comes in he is given an osteopathic
treatment by his student doctor, who uses
special Pediatric technique. A close watch is
kept on his health and development by his
student doctor, who is carefully supervised by
a graduate physician.
As he grows older, if he should develop
any of the diseases of infancy or childhood,
immediate attention is given to him. If it is
a contagious disease, or if he is too sick to
MALIN-HALL
Our Own Make
CANDY ... ICE CREAM
510-12 S. 52nd St., Phila., Pa.
f:-
As student physicians in Pediatrics Clinic,
one conies under the leadership of Dr. Ruth E.
Tinley, head of the Pediatrics Department. Dr.
Tinley has been with this department for many
years and graciously gives to the student of the
experience she has gained in these years.
ONLY MIFFLIN IS
91% ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
30% MORE
ALCOHOLIC
CONTENT
THAN OTHER
BRANDS
MIFFLIN SALES CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Dr. William S. Spaetli, Assoriate in Pediatrics, lis-
tens to the heart and hreath sounds of a none-too-
willing young patient. Since considerable experience
is necessary to obtain proper evaluations of the sounds
heard under such a condition as illustrated above, the
Attending Physicians in Pediatrics make the physical
examinations on young children.
I)e brouplit into the Clinic, a fjradiiate physi-
cian wlio has a fellowship in Pediatrics goes
to his home to take care of him.
All the special clinics connected with the
General Clinic are at his service and when-
ever the graduate phvsician deems it neces-
sary the child is referred to them.
At all times osteopathic treatment and care
is the keystone about whicli the entire man-
agement of the case is built. It is this fact
that distinguishes our Pediatrics Clinic from
other Pediatrics Clinics in the city. Oste-
opathy has a particularly broad and useful
field in Pediatrics, as this clinic has proven.
A child's response to osteopathic treatment
is very gratifying to both the patient and the
physician.
After a child has passed the age of twelve
he is no longer taken care of in Pediatrics
Clinic but must go on to General Clinic if
any further treatment is required.
WEST SPRUCE
PHARMACY
H. J. McHUGH, Ph.G.
Supplies tor the
Osteopathic Physician
Spruce Street at Forty-eighth
Philadelphia, Pa.
Telephone
GRAnite 7100
Delivery
Service
Complinients oi
LINEN SERVICE CO.
ROYAL PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
As Low as $3 down, 75c a week
DIECKHAUS STATIONERS
52nd below Walnut
Asbury Park Nurses' Discount
FRANK'S
41 S. 52nd St., Phila., Pa.
Women's and Misses' Wearing Apparel
Telephone: SHErwood 8964
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One method of Obstetrical delivery used in emer-
gencies is the Cesarean Section. When Section is
necessary, every precaution must be taken to insure
rapid but careful Surgery. An infant respirator is
close at hand since the baby is anaesthetized by the
anaesthetic given the mother and must be revived.
The most interesting part of a Cesarean Section
is the delivery of the fetus. The surgeon has opened
the abdomen and reached the baby. His assistant is
holding a hemostat ready to clamp oft the cord. The
internes give any assistance needed by these two men.
OBSTETRICS
The aim of the obstetrical department is
to afford the student a firm foundation in
obstetrical principles; with this in mind, the
practical aspect of obstetrical principles are
stressed. In the beginning of the third year
the students are lectured on the anatomy of
the organs and tissues involved in obstetrics
and on the mechanism of nornral deliveries.
These lectures are supplemented from time
to time by presentation in class or in clinic
of cases from the pre-natal clinic. During the
last few months of the first semester, the
third year student physicians attend the pre-
natal clinic to observe how a maternity pa-
tient is cared for and how to treat the
maternity patient osteopathically.
During the second semester of the third
year the third-year student physicians take
over the practice in the obstetrical clinic and
serve until the middle of their fourth year.
The student physician takes the maternity
patient through her pre-natal care, advising
her as to the best means to avoid complica-
tions peculiar to obstetrics. All pre-natal
care is conducted under the supervision of
a graduated physician, who is attached to
the obstetrical staff. When the time arrives
for the delivery of the baby, the student
physician accompanies one of the Fellows in
Obstetrics to the patient's home, if it is to be
a home delivery, and assists the Fellow in
the delivery.
The fact that this is a teaching institution
is never forgotten — even while doing the
delivery, the Fellow instructs the student
physician and points out to him the sign-
boards and processes of the delivery of the
baby. Where home deliveries appear to be-
come complicated, a member of the Obstetri-
cal Staff is called in for consultation on the
advisability of emergency hospitalization of
the patient regardless of whether the patient
is a private or clinic patient. In complicated
cases, the student physicians are restricted in
what they may do; the results of such limita-
tions at the home reduces the chances of
maternal and fetal mortality and morbidity.
The care which is afforded the clinic pa-
tients is reflected in the Hospital report.
Over a three-year period, there were 6 mater-
nal deaths, representing 0.37 percentum, and
34 fetal and neo-natal deaths, representing 2.1
percentum. When one considers that the Hos-
pital gets only the complicated clinic home
deliveries, one can easily see how well the
obstetrical patient is cared for in the clinic.
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STUDENT HEALTH
Classes after a hasty breakfast, clinic and
laboratories after a hasty lunch, studying
after a hasty dinner, and not too much sleep
— thus the student spends four years at the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy in pre-
paring himself to be a physician. The strain
and volume of work necessary throughout the
four years frequently tells on the health of
the students.
Keeping a watchful eye on the health of
each student is the Student Health Depart-
ment. It is the sole purpose of this depart-
ment to keep each student in the best possible
condition throughout the four years. To this
end, each student is examined regularly by
the physician in charge; physical examina-
tions are made at the beginning of each
school year and, whenever a student is found
to be ill. if the Student Health Department
cannot take care of the case, the student is
referred to one of the special departments
of the College or Hospital.
The benefits of osteopathic treatments in
ill healtli arc obvious to all osteopathic stu-
dents: Drs. Angus Catliie and \^ illiam Davis
insure tiiat the students get plentv of treat-
ments when they are sick and thereby quicken
the recovery period, so that the student loses
as little time from school and classes as
possible.
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PATRONS
Antonio Abeyta, B.S., D.O.
Earl D. Bryant, D.O.
Edwin H. Cressman, D. 0., M.Sc.
William F. Daiber, D.O.
Edward G. Drew, D.O., D.Sc,
F.A.C.O.S.
Otterbein Dressier, D.O., M.Sc.
James M. Eaton, D.O.
John H. Eimerbrink, D.O.
H. Walter Evans, D.O., M.Sc.
Russel C. Erb, B.S., M.S. in Cbemistry,
F.A.I.C.
Ralph L. Fischer, D.O., M.Sc.
Arthur M. Flack, Jr., A.B., D.O.
Harry M. Goehring, D.O., LL.D.
Francis E. Gruber, D.O.
Edgar O. Holden, A.B., D.O.
Harnian Y. Kiser, D.O.
Herman Kohn, D.O.
J. Ernest Leuzinger, D.O., M.S^.,
F.I.S.O.
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O., M.Sc.
D.S.B. Pennock, M.D., D.O., D.Sc.
Joseph F. Py, D.O., M.Sc.
Earl F. Riceman, D.O.
Joseph L. Root, III, D.O.
George S. Rothmeyer, D.O., M.Sc.
Francis J. Smith, D.O.
J. Francis Smith, D.O., M.Sc.
C. Haddon Soden, D.O., M.Sc.
H. Willard Sterrett, D.O., M.Sc.
Carlton Street, D.O., M.Sc.
Ruth E. Tinley, D.O., M.Sc.
Leo C. Wagner, D.O., M.Sc.
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Pipe Organ - GREenvyfood 0100 - Air Conditioning
The Only Funeral Home in Philadelphia Owned
and Operated by the FRANKENFIELDS
Also Licensed in New jersey
ROBERT F. FRANKENFIELD
0annd^'
FRANKENFIELD & SONS
317 N. 52nd ST., PHILADELPHIA
FELICE CLEARY
HAIR DRESSING STUDIO
1017 SOUTH 49th STREET
Phone: SAR. 6368
Compiimenfs of
JOHN A. HEALEY
UNDERTAKER
2302 S. 12th STREET
DEWey 2063
Compliments of
E. J. ROSE MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC.
ELLIOT C. SCHUTZ, Branch Mgr.
1709 SANSOM ST., PHILA., PA.
Radiatherms - Genuine Cold Quartz
Galvasines - Master Wave Generators
S. K. MILLER
Orthopedic Shoes
for Men, Women and Children
Speciaiisf in Docfors' and Hospital Prescriptions
44 Years Experience
209 MARKET STREET
112
Main 9058 Market 1790
DRAUDE & DONNELLY, INC.
MEATS and POULTRY
215-217 Callowhill St. Philadelphia
Sherwood 4508
203 S. 52nd Street (52nd & Walnut Sts.)
R. LOWELL HENRY, O.D.
Specialist in Correcfive Work on the Eyes
and the Prescribing of Glasses
Hours: 9 A.M. to 5:30 P. M.
Evenings 7 to 9 P.M., Except Wed & Sat.
Compliments oi
A FRIEND
DEDICATED TO THE TREATMENT AND
CARE OF NERVOUS AND
MENTAL PATIENTS
STILL-HILDRETH
OSTEOPATHIC SANATORIUM
MACON MISSOURI
RITtenhouse 4545
DOYLE & BOWERS
OPTICIANS
"The Fitting Makes a Difference"
125 SOUTH 18th STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Sherwood 9770
ROSE BEAUTY SALON
4814 SPRUCE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
EDWARD SHOPPE
Dresses - Lingerie - Hosiery
ALL. 8851 4818 SPRUCE STREET
Compliments oi
A FRIEND
AMONG THE WORLD'S FIRST HALF DOZEN
HOTELS
the BELLEVUEstandsasatnodelof true hos-
pitality combined with unsurpassed service
and management. ..at reasonable rates.
BELLEVUE
STRATFORD
IN PHILADELPHIA
Claude H. Bennetf, General Manager
LOMbard 5914-15
B. REIBSTEIN
MEMORIALS
Office: 425-27 S. SIXTH STREET
Show Rooms
Sixth & Lombard Sts., Har Nebo Cemetery
Since 1895
113
LORSTAN STUDIOS
850 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
J. HOWARD GOODWIN
& CO., INC.
REAL ESTATE TRUST BUILDING
Philadelphia, Pa.
114
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY
AND
OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA
48th and spruce STREETS
Philadelphia
15 May 1940
To Whom It May Concern:
fldvertisements . .
.
CIO one Of two tnina
1. They announce something new to the public.
2. They proudly repeat the name of something
well-established.
^^^O
This letter from the Administration of your College confines itself to
advertising of the second type.
The letterhead speaks for itself. It repeats the name of an Institution
of which all of us are proud—students, faculty, alumni, friends. A better
advertisement cannot be written.
THE COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION.
SIGNIFICANT FACT, too obvious
to require much elaboration, is the growth of the
Campus Publishing Company. From seven to seventy
yearbooks in three years, to make us the largest exclusive year-
book publishers in the east.
One way to explain it is to say that Campus in not an engraver, a
printer, or any other type of processor, but a service organization
well acquainted with the "ins and outs" of yearbooks; co-ordinating
all the phases of yearbook planning and processing. Not being a
processor, we can cover the field more completely. There is no
budget too small or too large in which we are not interested, nor any
reproductive process that we cannot supply — letterpress printing,
engraving, offset printing, or gravure.
Using these processes to the best advantage, we now make available
five different means to a good book. In letterpress printing,
"MASTER-PRINT" and "ENGRAV-PRINT." In offset printing,
"MASTERTONE" and "VELVETONE"-and in gravure, "REGENTVURE."
All five, from start to finish, are handled alike, receiving the same
"Perceptiplan" servicing; specialized handling of your yearbook
from the "infant idea" to delivery of a fine finished edition.
All five are Campus books through and through.
These five — differing in price only as they
differ in desired effect and budget limita-
tions—possess in full those superiorities in
appearance, economy, and general effect
that have, in three years, made Campus
the leading service organization that it is.
PUBLI SHING COMPANY, INC.
1500 SPRUCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
This is ;i Campus "Kngrav-piiut" yearbook.
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